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Convergence of Electric, Natural Gas and Information 

Networks is Changing the Energy Network Horizon
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Distributed Interconnectivity of Electric Power Systems 

is Enabling New Energy Value Propositions
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Operations of 2013 – 2014 Highlight the Policy 

Challenges of Electricity and Gas Convergence
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 January , 2014, electricity demand 

soared to an all-time 140 million MW 

peak with only 400MW reserves. 

 Competition for natural gas use for 

heating pushed price from $4.87/MBTU 

to $400 / MBTU 

 Resulting cost for power was in excess 

of $1000 / MWH

 Gas and electric markets independently 

regulated 

 Lack tools to effectively plan or 

simultaneously clear natural gas and 

electricity markets 
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Energy System Vulnerabilities Are Growing

Climate Change Adaptation:  Weather related power outages 

have increased from 5-20 each year in the mid-1990s to 50-100 per 

year in the last five years.  

Physical Threats:  There were three highly visible attacks on 

grid infrastructure in 2013.  Supply chains for key components of grid 

infrastructure are not robust.

Cyber-security:  53% of all cyber-attacks from October 2012 to 

May 2013 were on energy installations (DOE Report)

Interdependencies:  The interdependencies of 

the electric and fuel infrastructures (e.g., as seen in 

super storm Sandy) greatly complicated system 

management, as well as emergency response and 

recovery. 
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Overview

◘ The “Bright Line” 

◘ Applying the Bright Line to Today’s Grid (Bob)

• Demand response

• Distributed generation and net metering

• State energy and environmental policies

• Integration with Clean Air Act (CAA)

◘ Technological and Policy Implications (Peter Fox-
Penner)

◘ Options for Discussion 

◘ Panel Response
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The “Bright Line”: Origins

◘ Attleboro

• In 1927, the Supreme Court held that the Dormant 
Commerce Clause barred states from regulating 
interstate wholesale sales of electric power; only 
Congress can regulate these sales

◘ Federal Power Act (1935)

• FPC (now FERC) was directed to regulate sales for 
resale and transmission in interstate commerce

• Generation and local distribution exempted

• Federal regulation to extend “only to matters not 
subject to regulation by states”
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The “Bright Line”: Origins

◘ FPC v. SCE (“Colton”)

• In 1964, the Supreme Court rejected the argument 
that, under post-1927 Commerce Clause cases, a 
wholesale sale of out-of-state power by a public utility 
(SCE) to a municipal utility (Colton) in the same state 
was “subject to regulation by the State”, and thus not 
subject to the FPA

• Rather, the Court held that Congress had drawn a 
“bright line easily ascertained”, between State and 
Federal jurisdiction, making Federal jurisdiction 
“plenary” over “all wholesale sales in interstate 
commerce”
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APPLYING THE BRIGHT LINE TO 

TODAY’S GRID

◘ Colton’s Bright Line froze the Supreme Court’s 1927 
division of labor between Federal and State utility 
regulators 

• While Congress has made occasional adjustments, it remains 
the fundamental Federal/State dividing line

◘ The 1964 Bright Line (and the long-standing state 
jurisdiction over facility siting and generation adequacy) 
have for decades engendered controversy

• Utilities and Federal policymakers have complained  that state 
generation and transmission siting decisions and state retail rate 
policies have frustrated Federal energy policies 

• State regulators have complained of FERC encroachment on 
states’ ability to regulate local distribution companies and 
transmission services associated with serving retail load
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APPLYING THE BRIGHT LINE TO 

TODAY’S GRID (Cont’d.)

◘ More recently, a host of new Bright Line issues 
have arisen from –
• The development of FERC-regulated organized wholesale 

markets 

• Demand response policies, and 

• The deployment of distributed generation, associated net-
metering policies and feed-in tariffs

◘ A series of recent cases illustrate the difficulty of 
applying the “Bright Line” to today’s grid –
• EPSA v. FERC held that FERC had no authority to 

regulate demand response (reduction of demand by retail 
customers) offered into FERC-regulated wholesale 
markets on the ground that FERC was trying to regulate 
retail markets
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APPLYING THE BRIGHT LINE TO 

TODAY’S GRID (Cont’d.)

• PPL Energy v. Nazarian held that the FPA preempted 
Maryland from directing its distribution utilities to enter into 
contract with a merchant generator that would in the 
court’s view subsidize its entry into, and suppress prices 
in, FERC-regulated wholesale capacity markets, which the 
court observed are “quite sensitive to external tampering” 

• New England Power Generators v. FERC and related 
cases upheld FERC policies setting minimum bid prices for 
RTO capacity markets for “self-supplied” and “state-
sponsored” generation which had the effect of excluding 
certain of these resources from these FERC-regulated 
markets

• Net Metering Cases have attempted to define the 
jurisdictional line between retail sales to end-users and 
wholesale sales by end-users to the grid
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APPLYING THE BRIGHT LINE TO 

TODAY’S GRID (Cont’d.)

◘ These cases illustrate the difficulty in applying the 1964 
Bright Line to today’s electric power industry

◘ Distributed generation, net metering, and demand 
response programs defy the notion that there is a clear 
distinction between wholesale and retail markets.  For 
today’s grid, the Bright Line is no longer “easily 
ascertained”

◘ Even if the 1964 Bright Line could be easily ascertained, 
it would make little policy sense for today’s grid, and 
even less for tomorrow’s

 As Peter will discuss, much of the grid is managed by RTOs or  
by utility systems that operate in more than one State.  State 
jurisdiction over generation and transmission siting and over 
generation mix frequently collides with regional needs or FERC 
policies.
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APPLYING THE BRIGHT LINE TO 

TODAY’S GRID (Cont’d.)

 In addition, EPA regulation of criteria pollutants 

(ozone, fine particulate matter, SO2) as well as CO2 

from existing power plants, rely on state 

implementation plans (with state-specific Federal 

plans as a backup).

• States, however, lack authority over key aspects of operation 

of the grid, operation of which may be necessary for 

compliance with ambient air quality standards or state CO2 

emission rate goals.  

• Moreover, it is unclear how multi-state CAA implementation 

plans can work in the context of the existing Federal/State 

utility regulatory division of labor.

◘ Technological and Policy Implications (Peter Fox-Penner)
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OPTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

◘ Policymakers may wish to consider a new regulatory 

framework that (1) recognizes that the interstate nature of grid 

operations may make state-by-state decisions on facility 

siting, generation mix, resource adequacy, demand response, 

and net-metering infeasible but (2) does not attempt to 

centralize all regulatory decision-making in FERC

◘ Option A:  Use existing joint board mechanism (FPA § 209(a))

 Entails delegation of FERC decision-making to Board of State 

commissioners 

 Decisions of Board have legal effect specified in FERC orders and 

regulations

 No Federal representation on Board

 Board does not exercise any State jurisdiction and States are not 

barred from litigating the final order in the proceeding
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OPTIONS FOR DISCUSSION (Cont’d.)

◘ Option B:  Congress revises joint board procedure

 Board exercises State and Federal jurisdiction for particular 

cases or rules, by agreement of FERC and State commissions

 FERC commissioner is member of Board

 Board decision is final agency action, subject to review in 

Federal courts

◘ Option C:  FERC and State commissions enter into 

jurisdictional agreements (NLRA model)

 Agreements would depart from current Bright Line, to rationalize 

respective State, multi-state, and/or Federal jurisdiction

 Requires Congressional and probably State authorization
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OPTIONS FOR DISCUSSIONS (Cont’d.)

◘ Option D:  Interstate Compacts (FPA § 216(i) model)

 States negotiate and Congress approves interstate compacts 

under which interstate entity exercises full electric power 

regulatory authority in the States that are party to the agreement, 

displacing Federal and State regulation. 

◘ Option E:  On application of States, Congress 

establishes multi-state regulatory agency

 Regional Federal agency that exercises plenary utility-regulatory 

authority, displacing both Federal and State regulation

 Members appointed by President from FERC and State 

commissions
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